ACROSS
1 Sprays models hugging compiler (6)
4 Scaredy cats and birds (8)
9 At the heart of clergy furore; arse and boobs (6)
10 Broken instrument sent one mad ultimately (8)
12 Whirling dervish took ecstasy and trembled (8)
13 Radiance produces result (6)
15 Negotiate England's borders as a requirement (4)
16 Article about gig (7)
20 Sovereigns as payment (7)
21 Just entertainment (4)
25 Wanderer heading west, or half-American (6)
26 Love affairs around midweek (8)
28 Transgender endlessly treated as outsider (8)
29 Hack into credit organisation (6)
30 Possibly I curtsey as a precaution (8)
31 Leaders of council really excited by revolutionary nursery (6)

DOWN
1 Agreeable demands by worker (8)
2 Filtered nastier bits start to drip (8)
3 Student heading off to become a breadwinner (6)
5 Locks in hospital atmosphere (4)
6 Artistic group on top of Russian mountains (8)
7 What's left is a car (6)
8 Lawmaker's study is soaking (6)
11 Suspect reveals a lot (7)
14 Square at the centre of Knoxville (7)
17 Chief Brexiteer's refusal is within rights (8)
18 Illusions about web being attractive (8)
19 Look after Plath's first book (8)
22 It was not my error to cover up teacher's rising problem (6)
23 Perhaps felt wonderful and endlessly wealthy (6)
24 Control American snack (6)
27 Others relax (4)